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  This note is a survey of the article [Kac3]. We work everything over C.

  The Minimal Model Program is a device for telling us a procedure• how to approach
a minimal model starting from a given algebraic variety, by a sequence of special
birational transforms;

                   X-Xl --ÅÄ X2'''-Xn == Xmin
([Kawl,2,3,6], [Kol], [Mol,2], [ReO,1], [Sl,2]). For surfaces, this mechanism has been

classically known by the works of the Italian school (Enriques, Castelnuovo, et.al) in

the 19 century, followed by the modernization of Zariski. In fact this case the process
is quite simple, just to repeat contracting (-1)-curves to reach the minimal model
Xmin of X. In dimension 3 or more however it came a hard obstacle, the appear-
ance of so-called small contractions or flipping contractions, meaning those birational
contractions contracting cycles of codimensions at least 2 (Definition below). These
are pretty complicated to handle with, and it turned out that the achievement of the
whole program is concentrated on investigating this kind ofbirational morphisms (see
[Rel], [Kaw2]). For a detailed explanabion of the st,ory see for instance [KaMaMa).

Here let us just give the precise definition of those smal] contractions:

Definition. (Flips)

  Let g : X -År Y be a proper birational morphism between normal algebraic varieties
(or normal analytic spaces) of dimension n. Let E := Excg, B := g(E).

Assun}e

Then g is called a smalt

If there exists
target space Y), with E+

X has at worst terminal singularities([Rel]),

dimESn-2, and
- Kx is g-ample (namely (Kx .C) Åq O whenever

        contraction, or a flipping contraction.

 another proper birat,ional morphism X+ !t[tÅr Y

         := Excg+, such that

X+ has at worst terminal singularities,

dim E+ S n- 2, and
Kx+ is g+-ample,

g(C) is a point.)

(with the common
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then g+ is called the .fiip of g.

  By abuse of language somet,imes the composit,e birational map (transform) g+ -iog

:X--ÅÄ X+ is also calledaflip. -

  The first concrete example of such a transform is given by P. Francia [Fra]. In
general, to find such g+ is a very hard question, and the Program, combined witli

Kawamata-Shokurov contraction theorem, says the existence problem of minimal
models has been reduced, in an arbitrary dimension, to the following couple of state-
ments called the flip conl'ecture:

Flip Conjecture. , .
(E) (Existence? For a small contraction g the flip g+ exists.

(T) (Termination? There is no infinite sequence ofjFlips (starting frorn a projective

X?:
                       X --" X+ --. X++ -ÅÄ ....

                                    '
This is still conjectural in n 2 4, n ) 5, respectively.

In n = 3, the statement (T) is first proved by Shokurov [Sl], while (E) is also
investigated by several people, especially Tsunoda, Shokurov, and Kawamata [Kaw3]
proved this for the case of semi-stable degenerations of surfaces. By applying the
criterion of [Kaw3], Mori [Mo2] then settled this for the general case in n = 3, and
this way the existence of minimal models has been solved affirmatively in dimension
3.

  In dimension 4 on the contrary, very little is known in this direction. Actually
(T) is generalized by Kawamata-Matsuda-Matsuki ([KaMaMa] g5), while as for (E)
nothing definite has been known since the characterization theorem of Kawamata
[Kaw4] in 1989 for the smooth 4-fold case. To state his result let us make one
      .conventlonl

Assumption. As long as the existence part (E) is concerned, the problem is local
on Y, so we may assume that X is a sufliciently small ai}alytic neighborhood of the
compact, connected exceptional locus E.

Theorem O.1 (Kawamata [Kaw4]).
  Let g: X ) E] - Y ) B be a small contraction, as in the previous deLfinition.
Assume that X is a smooth 4-fold. Then

              E 2t p2, Bsl - Kxl = Åë, NEIx 2t op2(-1)e2.

Also the .flip g+ ofg exists. -

Remark O.2. The Iinear system l - 2Kyl has a member with only rational singu-
larities. -

  To complete the Program however we ought to deal with the singular case, to be
precise t,he case that X has terrninal singularities. The aim of this t,alk is to give
some generalization of Theorem O.1 in this direction (see also [Kac2]). We should
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$ay althettgh at t}}is moment we are still !ll a primary s{,age, tlie first featgre of this

business has been mostly worked out by the main result today.

  One of our main tool is the deformation theory for contractions, and the following
conditions provide the test case on which this technique runs fairly well:

Assllmp{;gR A.
(A-1) X has only isolated (terminal or rational) complete intersection singularities,

and
(A--2) (Existence of "Good bi-elephants")

l - 2KyI centains a member whieh has a rational $ingu}arity.

Main Theorem (IKac3]). Let X ) E -g Y be a fiipping contraetton from a
4--fold X with Assumption A. .tlssume SingX itS Åë. Then

,Ei7 ,,t P2, Bs l - Kx l = to, NEIx f f Op2 O Op2(-2)•

Mereover it carries an inggetive strect#re i#vctving g chgin ef biew-#ps (which we
call `La [Torre Pendente ', see 5.3], and in partientar the flip g" exists.

Remark. Also the case that (A-2) fails we mostly worked out, and this is closely
related to the classification of minimal resolutions of hyperplane-sections of (1, -3)-

curves due to S. Katz-D. R. Morrison [KaMo] and Kawamata [Kaw7]. See g6 A.

Contents

gl.

g2.

g3.

g4.

gs.

S6.

E dw pt, Bs l- Kxl me e•

Ep(X)E), NEIx, widt,h g.

Deformation theory.

Specify slngu}arit}es (X,P) ÅrE.

How t,e ftip ?

Concluding remarks.
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gl. E ce ge2, Bs l - Krd == S.

  In this section we collect several iminediate coxkseqtiences from a general t,heory.

Proposition 1.1. Under the Assuxnption (A-1),

(1) (Kawaigata IKaw4], Afidreatta-WigRlewskl {AW])

                           Bs i- Kxl = Åë,

(2) follows from (1) plus the following generalization of Mori's dimension count, of
Hilbert schemes parametrlzkig rational curves on a varlety:

'lrheorem l.2 (j. Ko}}ar [Ko31).

  Let X be an algebi'aic variety (or an analytic space? which has on,ly cornplete in-
tersection singularities and C a rational curve ort X. Assume C' Åë SingX. Then,

                 dim Hom(Pi , X){.2 dim X + (-IÅqx • C),

w2}ere a: ?i -CÅq X is tl}e norwiGiizgtien.

  The rest is proved exactly in the same manner as in Kawamata's proof [Kaw4j.

g2. ep(X ) E), IVEIx, widthg.

  In thls sectlon we prepare three it,ems ineasuring g, t}}e Rumerical lnvariaRg fp(X )
E) (local), the normai bundle NEIx (global), and the widt,h (local-global).

Defiriition 2.1. (Local lnvariant ffp(X)E))

  Let ÅqX, P) be ax! lsolated complete intersecLion singularlty, and E c X a smooth
closed s{ibspace. Defuie:

              el,(x ) E) : = dimp Sxt6. (S}k (s) OE, OE). -

Tl)is relates Mori's invariant ip(1) which was used to solve Flip Conjecture in dimen-

siexx 3. T}}e$e in faet colncide wl}ei} g is a curve. So eur$ provides a eoliomelegical
interprl{,atloi} of ip(2). T}ie advai}gage }s ehat we caft calculate t,}}l$ invarlaRt expllc-

it]iy out of the giveri set of defining equations. For simp}icity we state it oniy for
hypersurface singularities, and for the general case we refer the reic der to [Kac3] g3.

Formula 2.2. ,l)et (X, 1)) ) E be as above. Assume that (X,J') is a hypersitrface
singugarity. Write down tli.e eg2tation in ({[iY.,y} ,e) as

              X --- {f(x,y) r= e} ) E= {yi nm ... = y. =e},

                   r               f= 2 yi 'gi(x) +h(x, y) (h(x,y) E (y)za).

                  i=1
Txen
                   Ep(Z ) EÅr == lgtk {C{x}!(gi,...,g.).
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Definition2.3. (NormalBundle)
  Let IE be the ideal ofE in Ox. Define:

                    NE/x := 7lomo.(IE/Ik, OE).

This is automatically a locally free OE-module of rank 2 so we call it the Normal
Bttndle of E in X.

  We are able to determine IVEIx uniquely as follows;

Theorem 2.4. Under the assumptions (A-1?, (A-2?, asswnejurthermore SingX l
Åë. Then

                      IVEIx or Op2 e Op2(-2).

To show the theorem first by Van de Ven's characterization of uniform verctor bundles
[Va], it is enough to sliow

            IVE/x X Ot rt Opi e Opi(-2) (for all lines l c E).

On the other hand thanks to the condition (A-2) we have

              NE/x X Oi ctt Opi(at) e Opi(bt), lat - btl S 2.

So by taking a general D E 1 - Kx1, l :== DnE, it suMces to rule out the possibility
Ni/D ! Opi(-1)e2. This can be done by the following theorem;

Theorem 2.5 (Generalization of Yo. Namikawa's `local moduli' [Nam3]).

  Let

                         u -q v - A
                         UUU
                         U, - V, ---F {t}
                             9t
be a 1-parameter family of birattonal contractions got: Ut - Vt between 3-folds;
dimUt == dimVt = 3, over the disc A == {tlltl Åq 1}. Assttme the following con-
ditions:

(1? C:== Excq f! Pi Å~A
such that the second prol'ection e -År A coincides with glc

                      Excq y pixA PJEc A

                       UUU
                 Ct :=: Exc qt = Pi ---År {t}
(2? (Ku, .Ct) = O (for alltE A], and

(3? U has only isolated rational complete intersection singularities such that

                          O f SingU c Co.
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Then fortf O,
                       IVIc,lu, 7 Op,(ml)G2. in

Remark. As argued above we are not allowed to put any condition on the singular-
ity of the 3-fold Uo, but just on the singularity of the ambient 4-fold U. Here recall
an example of M. Reid [Re3]: there exists a 4-dimensional terminal isolated hyper-
surface singularity whose general hyperplane-section is a `K3-singularz'ty', which is in

fact an irrational singularity. This shows that in dimension 4, terminal singularities

form a broad category, which makes 4-dimensional contractions more complicated
to handle with. So now let us put extra condition on trial that Uo has at worst
terminal singularities (= cDV-singularities). Then the conclusion of the theorem
is known as a special case of Yo. Namikawa's local moduli [Nam3], whose proof is
mainly based on the structure of versal deformation spaces of Du Val singularities
developed by Brieskorn [B] et.al. For the general case however this met,hod is not
applicable, and we run instead the deformation theoryi for contractions (see g3 for
t,he precise formulations). The profit is that this methodology does not require any
particular kind of assumptions on the given defining equat,ions but enables us to dis-

cuss under enough generality. This thus brings us a hope to overcorne complexity of
4-dimensional terminal singularities.

  To define the third item width, we for a while turn back to 3-fold contractions,
especially those which are called .flopping contractions ([Rel], of. [Ko2]).

2.6. Let U -q:-År V be a birational contraction of a smooth 3-fold U with

                     C ,t Excgf)t Pi, (Ku.C) == O.

Such a contraction is called a flopping contraction. Assuine moreover that

                         Nclu rt Opi o Opi(-2)

((O, -2)-curve). Recall the fundamental theorem of M. Reid:

Theorem 2.7 (M. Reid [Rel]).

  There exists an integer m l]l 2 such that

(a? The "pagoda" [Rel] terminates afterm successive blow-iLps, or alternati,vety

(b? (v, Q) t{xix2+xg+xZm == o}. -
Definition 2.8. (Reid [Rel], for dim 3)

  Define the width of the contraction q to be

                           widthg:=m. -

Remark. Aiso for (-1,-1)-curves, i.e., those contractions g: U)C rt Pi -P VD
Q with IVclu rv Opi(-1)e2, put width p := 1. m

  There is an interpretation of this invariant froin another point of view:
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Tkeerem 2.9 (K. Lattfer,R. FrieÅqlmaB [Frl],H. Clemei}s, of Yo. Naxx}lkawa INam3]År.

  Let U ) C f)t Pi -q V D Q be as in 2.6, then there exists a 1-param,eter dofor-

mation {Ut -q` Vt}tEA of gp such that vt contractsm= widthgp disjoint union of

(-1,-1)-curves from a smooth Ut (t # O). -

  New it i$ glme te defille the width alse for our eriglkal 4-fold coi}tractig}}.

Definition 2.10. (for dim 4)

  Let X ) E fst W2 --:g-)F Y D Q be a flipping contraction of a 4-fold X sat•isfyir)g

the assumptions (A-1),(A-2). Take a general sniQoth member ,C) E l - Kxl, let
g : ex DRg (a }IRe ii} E). By Tl}eorem 2.4, D ) g igt " gÅqP) ) Q gives a coxeractloll

of tl}e (e, -2)-curve g, $e define:

                       width g := width glD• 'm

                      g3. DEFoaMAxoN TmeoRy.

  Let X ) E of ge2 -=9:-År Y D (? be a flipping contraction satisfying (A-1), (A-2), as

usual. In this section we discuss deformations of g. There are two steps to describe
the deformations, t}}e first gne is cohemologlcal, tl}e other is cemplex ai}a}ytic.

3.0. (a) (Cohomological)

  Recall the Grothendieck spectral sequence applied to the composite of two funct,ors

Rg. and R7tbm(•,Ox):

   Esg := Rpg. 2sentqo. (stN, ox ) : =År Ep+g : = Extp.+.g (s}k, ox)

                                    ( :ffXpu-'uG(Rg.oRthm)(S)},Ox)).

Let us write down the edge sequence:

     o - R'g.Tx -!-År Extb. (st}y , ox) 3 g. gxtb. (st}, 0x)

                                  - R2g. Tx Ei'År Ex t$ .. ÅqSIN , ex )•

(Needless to say, when X is sinootli the arrows xriarked by *, ** are both isomor-
phisms, and E2rtb. (R}, Ox) = O.)

  The homomorphism a describes t,he infinit,esimal deformation of X in tl}e first
order. Te see tke actual }}o}gmorpl}ic defom}atigi} ofX we Ree(.l gke followk]g compiex

analyt}c descriptioxx;

(b) (Complex analytic) (Kuranishi g.pace)

  There is a natural holoinorphic niza, p

                     DefXas7k)F I[l] Def(X,liPV

                              Pi ESIi}g X
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from the global IÅquranishi space DefX to t,he I)ro(luct of the local Kuranishi spaces
Def(X, Pi)-

Fact. (1) (dor)o=or,
  Zariski tangent space TDefx,o fr Extb.(S')}(,Ox),

                    TDef(x,pi ),o 2f 6tct6. (Sn)l, Ox)pi •

(2) The `Obstruction' lies in Extb. (S)}, Ox). In particular, if Ext2o.. (9}, Ox) = O

then Def X is smooth (unobstructedness). -

Remark. (Kollar-Mori [KoMo], of Ran [Ral]))

  Given a deformation of X: tV -År A, there exists an induced deformation IV of Y:
Y - A and a morphism g: X -År Y (which is compatible wibh X - A, Y -År A) such
that 91x. =g•

  (This is essentially based on the vanishing Rtg.Ox =O (i ) 1).) -

  In our specific case, the most satisfactory situation is achieved. The following
theorem asserts that X has enough deformations;

Theorem 3.1. Letg be satisfying (A-1? and (A-2?. Then

                   R2g. Tx = Ext2 (9}\ , Ox) = o. D

(The proof requires the structure of NEIx (Theorem 2.4), where the assumption
(A-2) is essentially used.)

Corollary 3.2. DefX is smooth, and7 is sur7'ective. D

  Practically, this implies;

Corollary 3.3. (Clobalization of locat deformations?

  Let {Pi,..., P.} == SingX. Assume that a local deformation Ui - A of a neigh-
borhood Ui D Pi in X for each i is given, then there exists a global deformation

                             g: .Y -År A

ofX such that for a neighborhood )2i D 1'i in X,

                      qlv, =Given Ui -År A. D

Remark. This fails if we drop

Fact. (Upper-semi-continuity)

  For a general t E A, Xt 49

and (A-2), contracting a certain

(A-2). -

lit again gives a sina. Il cont,raction satisfying (A-1)

number of disjoint P2's. -
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Corollary 3.4 (the existence ofa smoothing) (Relative 4-dimensional version of Yo.
Namikawa [Naml], cf. M. Gross [Gl]).

There exists a defornation tV e V - A (== (Xt -E9t!-År Yt)tEA) such that Xt is smooth

fortlO. O
  Roughly speaking, in algebraic geometry deformation theory is divided into two
categories; (i) Deformation of a variety X itself, this is parametrized by Kuranishi
space Def X, and (ii) Deformation of an object attached with a fi.Ted variety X
(e.g. subschemes or coherent sheaves on X, morphisms Z - X, etc.), these are
parametrized by Hilbert schemes or those variants. In our context 1iowever we iieed
a little more delicate treatment, that is, we ought to look at the behavior of E under

deformations of X. To do this we formulate something to be called deformations
of pairs (X,E), consisting of a variety X together with a subscheme E. This can
be done in our specific situation by introducing `extra-subscheme structure' on E
affiliated wit,h the given deforniation of X, as follows;

3.5. (Subscheme structure Eo for a deformation ,V --År A)

  Let Exc gt =: Et = ll(P2)i, and consider the structure morphism of the relative
                    i
IIilbert scheme:
                          Hilbxly/A,[E,) -2tÅr A,

parametrizing deformations of Et (N.B. not a connected component of Et) inside the
family ,V - [)7 - A. A is naturally an isomorphism, so define Eo to be the closed
subscheme associated to the point A-i(O) E HilbxlylA,[E,]. This is supported on

E = Exc g;
                           red(Eo) = E fx p2.

So from now on let us distinguish Eo from E. Also this subscheme Eo depends on
the given deforn}ation p: A -+ Def X, so sometimes write specifically Eo == Eg if any
confusion is likely. (For instance in the case p = O, i.e., tU = X Å~ A, then E8 is equal

to the reduced E.)

Definition. (Universal subscherne E'.)

Let IE,p be the defining ideal of EoP in Ox (or in Ox). Define

IE•" IE ::= A IS,• m
          p: A-DefX

Theorem 3.6 (Crucial observation).

(1? mult.EoP -- (the mtmber of connected components of Et) fort 7E O,

(2? Eg has no embedded l)rim,ary com.ponents. []

 The assertion (1) says each branch of HilbxlylA,[E] - A (N•B• not Hilbxly/A,[E,]

4 A in turn) contributes the inult,iplicit,y of Eo by 1. (It does not liappen such as

a degeneration of Veronese surface P2 c--)F P5 onto a quadruple plane.)

3.7 (Mori's L-deformation versus our deformation).
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In [Mo21 Mori gives a proofof the surjectivity of or in dimension 3 by complex analytic

methods, including an essential use of implicit function theoreni (among soine other
more exquisit things). Kis rnehod is to focus on a single. ix'reducible component of
Excgt, and to disregard else. Ours on the other hand is mo.re ' algebraic, what we do
is to reduce the problem to the vanishing R2g*Tx =: O (which is no more automatic

in dimension 4). We deal with all irreducible components simultaneously after a
deformation by }ooking ag the subscheme EeP, which inherits informations frem all of

these compoiieBts. Thls reduces the task aRalyzliig }ocal classficat}on of singu}ai'ities

te m} elemegtary comxxxtatlve algebra (g4).

94. ff pffCIFy SINGljLAmTIEs (.Y, l)) ) E.

  In this section we specify the possible singularities of X appearing on E. The
following is the main result of this section:

Theorem 4.1. #SingX == 1.
Let SingX= {P}, then ep(X ) E) =1.

  T}}ere are three steps to sl}ow tlke g}}eorem;

(a)

(b)

(c)

Assgme emb. codlm.(X, P) = 2 tg dey}ve a ceRk'adict,len,

Assume (X,P) is a hypersurface singularity, to deduce fp(X)E) == 1, and

#SingX == 1.

  Here (a) and (b) are essentially based on the same idea, and the proof is quite
parallel. In fact in (a) we deal with a submodule M of C{.xi,x2}02, generated by 4
coeMcient vectors, determined by 2 equat,ions {fi, f2}, wit•h 6 variables (xi,• • • ,x6),

while in (b) deal with an ideal g of C{xi , x2}, generated by 3 coeracients, determined
by a siRg}e equat!on f, witl} 5 var}ab}es (xi, • • • , xs). So }n thi$ sectlon we oRly outline

Åí}ie prcef ef Åqb) (Proposkimi 4.2), ai}d a}$g (c) (Propo$itioi} 4.4).

Propeskien 4.2.
  Assume that (X,P) is a hypersurface singTtlarity. [Trheruep(X ) E) = 1.

First we may write down

           (C5,O) ) (X, ,P) := {f(xi,...,xs) = O}

                 D lt" ={X3=X4=Xs=O},

             f(.T) :g3(Xl,.T2)•X3 + g4(Xl,X2)•X4 + g5(Vli•X'2)'tT5

                    S- ;}•(xi} •••, xs), lz e (.x3, .r4, xs)2.

Let g :== (g3,g4,gs) ( {(]{xi, .T.2}. By abgse gf #etat3eii, (lei}ete {,}ie pull backs gf Ig•,

IE. by tl}e surjectioii

               (C{.Tl,''',X.r} -" C{.Tl,''',X'.r}/(f) bl O.x,p

,
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by the same syiuboi, .gc thatt

                     fE IE. (: IE, C C{xl,•••,xs}.

Lemma. (1? gs G (g3,g4) (a#er a suitable permutation of {3,4,5}?.

(2? f(T,) rm (g3(xl,x2) + h3(,T)) •x3 -}- (.g4(a;l,x2)ÅÄ h4(x)) • x4

                                    +xg (k ]l 2)
                                       (xi- hi E (x3, a;4, xs)2).

(3? JE-=(x3,x4,xg).
Proof. (l) Recall that IE. I}as no embedded primes, and

                       radical(IE.) = (x3, •X4, Xs)-

If Åqi) is net true, then x3,x4,.rs ff IE., tliat is,

                          IE. = (.T3, X4, Xs)

which is reduced, a contradiction.

  (2) and (3) fo!low froin (1). M

Preof of f'reposition g.9. Assume ffp(X ) E) ) 2, te get a contradictloi}.

  By Formula 2.2, ep(X ) E) = lgthC{xi,.T2}/9, so we may a/gsume z'2 Åë g,
Cor)sider a local deformation

                          U(x)+t•x, == c}.

Thi$ can be globaiized tlianks to Corollary 3.3, let Ee be the associat,ed closed

scheme structure. By the previous Lemma,

          IE, mm (x3,x4,xgi) (n }ir 2),

          IE, rm (x3 -}- t•e3,x4 -l- t•e4,ag" +t•es) ( for sgg}e ei(x,t)).

Write down the coiidition "f + t • x'2 E IE,";

(*) f(x) +t• x2 = C3 • (x3 +t-e3)+ C4 •(v4 +t-e4)+ Cs • (a;'r.' +t•es)

                                              (for some Ci(x,t))•
By cox}parlgg begl}--}}a#d sXes, !t Åíellews tl}at

(4.2,i) Ci•ei contains c-x2 (is a rnoi}omlal (e: tmit), for somei :3,4 or 5.

Claim. In (4.2,1),i =5.

J'roof. : Assumei me 4, say, to get a contradiction. Rewrite (*);

    f(x) -i- t •#2 :: 63 • (x3 +t•e3) -l- (ci•x2 + 63)(x4 + c2-i•) -l- g.r, • (xg -l- "es).

say.

.gub-
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I'ut t = O, then itis easily seen that f(x) contains cix2x4 as a monomial (ci: a unit),
a contradiction to our assuTnption x2 Åë g. Hence the Claimm.

  Now we know that
(4.2.2) Cs • es contains e • x2 as a monomial.

By Lemma, Cs must be a unit. Thus IE, is expressed as;

            IE, =: (x3 -}- t+e3,x4 -l- t•e4,xg +c' •tx2) (c' : unig).

Tkls impl!es tl}at Et ls irredticlble, smeetk fgr t f e, aRd tke multlpllcky ef ge ls

nÅr 2. The$e contradict Theerem 3.6. B

Corollary 4,3 ((A-1) + (A-2) # cO.D.P's only).

                   (X, P) ty {xlx3 + x2x4 + xlli : O}

                     D,EIJ -- {x3= x4 =x.r = O}• ur)

'I[his suggests that possible singulaTities appearing on flipping contractions are rather

limted.

  [I'ke remak}!Rg tking to preve ls t}}e fgllcwlRg;

Prepesition4.4. #SlagX=l. m=widthg.

PT Assume P, P' G Sing X (I' 7C P') to get a contradiction. Consider the global
deformation of X (Corollary 3.3) given locally by

                  {xix3 -" x2x4 +xgi +t == O} (near ,l'),                { {YIY3 + Y2Y4 + ys" + t'i =: O} (near .I").

Then

Et :

{x3 = x4 = x? ÅÄt = e}

{y3 = y4 - II (ys +Åqgt) =g}
         iEl
         (#I = m) 2)

(ttear P),

Åqlxeac r P').

Let 8 := U Et, then
       tEA
                       sings-( Il, (l}S,a.',P,,),i

which contradicts the nature that Sing8 has to be Zarisk

  To see the second assertion, consider the deformation

                      {xlx3 + x2x4 + x?sn +t = g},

tl}eR we wi}l fiitd m =: widtkg by takliig a gei}eral D G l

2.9 (Laufer, Friedma!i, Ciemens). U

i closed.

-  Kxi, applyli}g 3"} }eorem
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S5. IIow TO FLIp?

  In this section we prove the existence of flip g+: X+ --År Y ofg: X --År Y. Our
strategy ls te constr{ict a seqiienee X(M) - X(m-i) -År •s• - x(i) =, 3ir -} xÅqO) = x
of blow--ups axxd to see that X(M) dominates the reqnired fill), as is done for 3-fold

fiopping contractions by M. Reid [Rel]. So ours actually gives even a geometrically
explicit way of ceRg. tructing fiips.

Proposition 5.1. Let X ) E f)t IE"2 -g Y D Q be as ttsual, satisfying (A-1?,
(A-2]. Let

                               X-f x

be the bgow-uy ofX utt!g t!te ceriter Zi". Let I" := Exef. Tlien -KIsi is ÅqgofÅr-ample,

p(X/Y) = 2, aTbd the other ea;tremai ray of NE(X/ZY) determines a fii17ping con-
traction
                         IXJ• ) ti ,. ge2 -l,Z., y) ew

satisfyirzg the assumptions (A-1?, (A-th"?, tuith

                          w}dt}}Y = widkg- 1.

Outline of Proof. A priori there are two possibilities. That is, besides the one in
tke collclgslei2 of #}ie theerem, tkere m}g}iS be t}ie case:

(*) -1Åqr is (g o f)-ruef but not (g o f)-ainple, t,he other ext,rernal ray deterinines a

flopping contraction which contracts ruXngs of a ruled surface isomorphic to Ei ;--
P(Opr W Opi(--1)), sitting in .F' as a birational section of the fibration F SF E ,-"v P2

(cf. (Mal).

  Ii}}ls l}ewever ls r{}}ed ggt f,l}ls wayl co#s}der t}}e eeformatloii X ef X giveii locai}y

by:

                      {XIX3 + X2X'4 + Xl;' + tM : O}.

Then IfilbxfylA,[Ej consists of rn irreduc}ble coinponent;s, aH of which isomorphically

dorninate A through:
                          H}}bx!ym,l.gj - A•

Take orie irreducible component, and consider the correspondi!ig irre.ducible cornpo-
nent, Si ofE -- Excg; 8i -N P2 Å~ A. Blow X np with the center Ei. rl'hen we see that,

the ruliiigs (*) never go outslde ef Xo, that is, t}iey deform exactly with 1 din}en-
sional paramet,ers, while according to Theorem 1.2 (Mori, Kollar) they must deform
witk at least 2 dimeR$lona! parameters, a contradictio}}. { ]

Corollary 5.2 (Existauce ef the flip).

  Eorg wi.th the assi`f)tiens (A-1], (A-2?, th.e Rip g+ e.rists.

jl)roof. Induction on m = widthg. The case m = 1 iE nothing but Theorem O.1 due
t,oKawamata[Kaw41. {]
  To see a rriore concrete description, let us follow all t',he induci;ion steps succeg. sively

upst,reams, t,hen we eventually arrive m. = 1, and get the following architecture:
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5.3. This should be compared t,o M. Reid's Pagoda [Rel], not oi)ly because tJhe
pattern of the construct,ion of the flip and the flop look siinilar, but this const,ruction

in fact contains Pagoda in the following way: In the above picture let us take a
general smooth D E 1 - Kx1 (so that Dn SingX == to), and let

D= D(O) e D(1) - -••- D(m) - •••- D(1)+ - D(O)+ = D+

be the proper transforms of X in every stage. Then this indeed forms Pagoda [Re*],
and in particular D+ g'-1=ÅrD' g+(D+) gives the flop ofD II!1-giFD g(D) (see also g2). As is

easily seen Pagoda is symmetric with respect to the flop operation, while ours is no
more symmetric with respect to the fiip. So with a great esteem for Reid's humor of
this Iovely naming, by special grace we name this La Torre Pendente, meaning The
Leaning Tower of Pisa, Italy.

g6. CoNcLuDING REMARKs.

6.A. What if drop (A-2)?

Proposition 6.A.1. LetX ) E -9 }- ) Q be aflim)ing conti'action. Let us
assume (A-1? but no (A-2?. Then E c:tt P2 and

ArE/x cy Op2(1) O Op2(-3). D

Remark 6.A.2. Even the irreducibility of E in this case is not easy.

Question 6.A.3. Is Def X smooth, or equivalently, does t,he `Ti-lifting' property

(Ran [Ra2], Kawamata [Kaw5], Namikawa [Narn2], Gross [G2]) hold?

6.A.4 (Suggested to us by M. Gross).

  Take a hyperplane-section H := (s)o for (O l)s E HO(IE), so tliat X D H ) E.
M. Gross indicated that it, might be helpful to understand X through the knowledge
of H. Actually this makes things fairly controllable, and we are in progress based on
this idea. Meanwhile, not even a single example of a contraction g as in Proposition
6.A.1 has yet been observed so far. In fact on this line we got a partial negative
answer toward the existence of such flipping contraction (Corollary 6.A.10 below).

Proposition 6.A.5. SH :=: SingH is p?trely 1-di,men,sional, and SH E IOp2(3)1.
(Here a general SH maynot necessarily be reduced or irreducible.?

Question 6.A.6. Let A :== {SH}H c IOp2(3)1 be the sublinear system consist,ing of
all such SH's. How does A look like? How much is diinA?

6•At7• Let D E i - Kxi be a general member, then D ) l:=DnE agID g(D) D Q

gives a contraction of the (1, -3)-curve t (see also [L]). Now because of the surject,ivity

of the homomorphism HO(Ox) - HO(OD), an information of hyperplane-sect,ions
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ofP ) i lkkerk$ tliat efX ) E. $e it i$ Ratur&Ko ask the same Åqluestlgfi as Q"e$t}on
6.A.6 for (1,-3)--curves first.

  The following gives an example iii dimension 3 that the linear system in question
does not move at all:

ebserva#l6R 6.A.8. Let U ) C -N dvi - Y g (? be a centfactien ef (l,--3)-
curve C; Nc/u st epi(l) ee Oewi(-3År. Accerding to IKaMol (of. IKaw7]], for a
general sg.. E HO(fc), the mini,mal resolzttion yraph [Rel) corresl)onding to (sgeri)o

is of type either D4, E6, E7 or Es. Let us assume that it is E]s, then again by [KaMo]

either #Sing(sgen)o == 2 or3 set theoretically. Let us assume i,t is 3. Then there
exists a set of points {=,'y,i} c C sucli that Sing(s)e == {x,y,z}, independent of th,e

choice of anys pt {}. ,. B

  I quit,e recently learned from H. Takagi the following, which is t,he first,hand result

on t,he plot of 6.A.4;

Proposition 6.A.9 (H. Takagi),

  LetX )Eor ?2 -S Y]Q be as in Prepesitten 6.A.1, and ll as in. g.A.4. rl'hen

(1) A generalH has at most canonical singttlarities.

(2? A has a fixed component.

  This, combined witl} the purity of SH (Propositien 6.A.5), and an argument of
{Kaw7], pfcves:

Corollary 6.A.10, LetX )E ct P2 -=9--)F Y D C2 be as in Proposition 6.A.i. We

say that g is of type P4, E6, E7, Es if the graph of the (1,-3)-cttrveD )t:==DnE
for a general D e l --- Kxl is of the corresponding type.

  Theng cannot be of type D4. [}

6,B. What ifdrop (A-1)?

Question 6.B.1. Generalize our framework to the case X is a `LCIQ' (=locally
complete IRtersection qlletient) 4-fold (lll the sense of j. Kollar iKo41), that is, X l}as

oi}}y lsglated skigitlaritie$ afid fer eac}i P E SIi}gX tkere exists a local fiR}te cover

                          (X, P) e--- (ff, fi)

wl}ich ls 6tale in codi!nension 1 $ttch that (.Si, .ii;År is a co!nplete interseetion singularity.

  Tliis is metivated by t,ke fgliewing example;

Example 6.B.2 (Mukai, Reid [Re21, see [Kac3] S8),

  There exists a fiipping contract;ion vY D E --:gL--År Y D Q from a 4-fold X with

                                                1okly an isolated singularky, SingX =: {P}, an(l (.X,P) N s(l,1,1,1) (that is, tlxe

qtte{,iei}f, s}Rgularity cf (C4,g) divided by t}}e ii}vol{}t,igi} x e -z). T}ie except,ieiia}
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locus E is isomorphic to a singular quadric cone, so this time Theorem 1.2 (Kollar) no

longer holds. This contraction is constructed as one which factors a certain extremal
contraction from a 4-fold to a 3-fold admitting a 2-dimensionpl fiber. See [Kac3] g8
for a detailed description (cf. (Kacl]).

  Here is a relevant question;

Question 6.B.3. LetX D C be an analytic space, containing a (complete) rational
curve C, with C Åë SingX. Assume that for any P E SingXnC, the anatytic germ
(X, P) does not admit a cover (X, P) - (.Xf, iiS) ivhich is e'tale in codimension 1 and

is of degree År 1. Tlten is the same forMula as in Theorem 1.2 hold?

6.B.4. In the general case, the Bug-eyed cover (Kollar [Ko41) or the associated
algebraic stack (Artin, Deligne-Mumford); Xb ---År X, might perhaps say something.

(See [KeMC], [BF], [Vi].) Especially, is it possible to construct s.omething like an
`equivariant deformation' of fb?

6.C (Gross' covering trick).

6.C.1 (M.Gross).
  M. Gross observed an alternative way of producing our series of contractions. Start
from the Kawamata contraction X )E )t P2 -9 YDQ as in Theorem O.1; X is a
smooth 4-fold, and NEIx fy Op2(-1)02. Take a hyperplane-section H as in 6.A.4.
If H is chosen general enough, then H has only one singular point which is O.D.P.
Regard X as the total space of the deformation of H:

                             X ---År A

                             UU
                             H ---År O
Take the base-change by A - A, t e tM, to get a flipping contraction g satisfying
(A-1) plus (A-2), with widthg = m. Also if we take H which hag a singularity along
a line on E, then we get an example of a flipping contraction .3if ) E' fÅrt P2 -År Y

where X has 1-dimensional singular locus, a line of E'.

  In general, the condition (A-2) is preserved through this operation, so a contraction
g as in 6.A.1, if any, is considered to be sitting on an entirely different lines.

6.D (Ando's description of g, (Y, Q)).

  Ando gave a description of a flipping contraction g with (A-1), (A-2), as well as
the singularit,y (Y, Q) and the flip g+ which we classified, by means of an explicit
coordinate expression, after H. Laufer [L] in dimension 3.

Theorem 6.D.1 (T. Ando).
  LetXDE2t P2 -9 YD (2 be satisfying (A-1?, (A-2?, uJith widthg =m. Then

  (Y, Q) c,t {xix6 = x3xs, x4xs = (x3 -xY)x6, xix4 == (x3 -xSn)x3}c (C6,O).

Blou] up ofY wi,th the ideat (x3,x4,x6) (resp. (xi,a;3)? recoversg (resp. g+?. O
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